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1. INTRODUCTION
With an ever-increasing number of briefer interactions

with a larger number of different “things”, innovative per-
spectives on authentication could be helpful. Ideally, au-
thentication solutions are designed to balance requirements
of security with those of usability, with the latter includ-
ing cognitive ability for choosing credentials such as pass-
words, and memorability of those credentials. Some impor-
tant variables to consider include the size and complexity
of the credential alphabet, the length of the credential, and
the number of credentials and accounts.

Another important variable is the authentication dura-
tion: the time spent authenticating by a user over a period
of time. The duration could be computed as the duration
for each authentication action, multiplied by the number of
actions over a particular time period. If the duration can
be reduced, then the user would spend less time on the sec-
ondary task of authentication. There are at least a couple of
approaches to reducing the overall authentication duration
for users: reduce the time required for each authentication
action, or reduce the total number of authentications per-
formed. At the WAY workshop, I would like to expand on
the latter and discuss the importance of authentication fre-
quency to secure and usable authentication design, including
some of my related research activities.

2. AUTHENTICATION FREQUENCY
For our purposes, authentication frequency is the number

of authentication actions performed by a single user using
the same credential over a defined period of time. For exam-
ple, a user might authenticate with a frequency of 10 times
per day, or 70 times per week. If the user uses the same
credential at two or more different accounts, the frequency
can similarly be computed for a single user across all such
accounts. Thus, this definition of authentication frequency
is linked to the use of a single credential for a single user.1

1Other definitions might consider frequency across several
credentials for a single user, or across multiple users.
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In terms of the authentication action, for the purpose of
this short position paper we include both explicit actions in
which a user explicitly enters or otherwise uses their creden-
tial, as well as implicit actions in which a user automatically
authenticates, such when an authentication cookie is sub-
mitted, or when using forms of continuous authentication.
The above definition of authentication frequency does not
distinguish between the two types of actions, though such
distinctions are important, and are discussed below.

It is our position that understanding authentication fre-
quency can be useful for designing authentication solutions,
and perhaps for stimulating ideas for novel authentication
solutions. Some related considerations for high and low fre-
quency behaviours are discussed below.

• High frequency behaviour. If users authenticate fre-
quently, then there are opportunities for alternate so-
lutions as it can become easier to identify consistent
patterns in the authentication behaviour using ma-
chine learning [2]. For example, for a user that often
authenticates from a small number of locations, or at
some particular times of day, a second factor might
only be used when at new locations [9], perhaps using
a combination of cookies and location information [1].
If sufficient data could be collected about related, im-
plicit behaviour then the collection could be done con-
tinuously, such as on mobile devices [15] (as we discuss
in Section 3).

• Low frequency behaviour. If users don’t authenticate
often, then it is difficult to recognize consistent be-
haviour patterns, and it might be more difficult for a
user to recall their credential when it comes time to
use it. In the case of forgotten credentials, it’s not
just an opportunity but a necessity for alternate ac-
count recovery solutions [12]. Solutions such as pass-
word managers, are useful in this case though there are
tradeoffs with security and usability in their support
for roaming users [3].

It might also be interesting to consider potential advan-
tages and disadvantages for manipulating the frequency, e.g.,
perhaps using methods of persuasion.

• Increasing frequency. Artificially increasing the fre-
quency of the explicit use of a credential would poten-
tially help to increase credential memorability, though
seems more likely to be considered a nuisance by users
if there are increased logins at a single account. How-
ever, increasing the use of a password across multi-
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ple accounts offers similar benefits, though raises se-
curity [4] as well as privacy concerns as evidenced by
some single-sign-on solutions [5].

• Decreasing frequency. Decreasing the explicit use of a
credential already happens today. For example, browser
“save password” tools, password managers and mobile
apps allow users to save their passwords, sometimes
indefinitely (see examples above). When the saved cre-
dential becomes unavailable, users might be challenged
to recall their credential, leading to a need for account
recovery solutions.

3. DATA-DRIVEN AUTHENTICATION
My current research in this areas focuses on reducing the

number of explicit authentications, where collected behavioural
data is used. Recent research in this area has started with a
location context, so that authentication requirements might
be relaxed when a user is in a “low risk” location, such as at
home [7, 8]. Others are looking more broadly at the context,
including factors such as noise [6, 13, 14, 11]. Such context
can offer greater location granularity, and also distinguish
actions such as movement and the presence of others, such
as being in a crowded area. My own research [10] exam-
ines such a broad context and is “data-driven” where input
from the set of mobile phone sensors is used to profile user
behaviour. I can talk further about related studies and ex-
periments at the WAY workshop.

4. CONCLUSIONS
Investigations into the study of authentication frequency

seem to highlight some interesting tradeoffs for security and
usability, e.g., is it better for a user to (explicitly) login fre-
quently, or to login once and save their password so that
further authentications are implicit or seamless? In one ex-
treme, when the credential is not often used, but is still
required for periodic use, authentication to an account may
often default to using the recovery mechanism. This is sim-
ilar to when there is a low frequency of authentication (ex-
plicit or implicit) to an account.

My own research into data-driven solutions that recognize
different contexts is intended to investigate such tradeoffs
further. There are interesting variations for such solutions
and I (and others) are investigating the appropriate attack
models and impacts on usability.
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